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schreiben and immediately before us we have rhe image of two men, 
one man carrying rhe orher on his back." 1  

One sign of rhe difference Freud's work has made in rhe way we 
read is rhar we can no longer share Schubert's confidence rhat rhis 
particular juxtaposition of a word and an image makes no sense. 
On the contrary, like Werner Herzog, we are more likely ro find it 
strikingly indicative, if en igmatically so. Indicative of what? There 
is, first, in Herzog's version, rhe play of light and darkness, the 
enlightenment associated wirh rhe arrival of this dark man, a 
sinister, though possibly enabling, figure. He has come to lean over 
another man, younger than he, less instructed than he. The weight 
of rhe older man's body, rhe pressure of his will give substance ro 
the voiced word: schreiben takes on irs imperative force. To write, ro 
join the world of rhe instructed, is ro submit ro rhar force, ro feel ir 
entering one's body and guiding one's hand. Writing, Freud would 
have us say, is Oedipal, a coming ro terms wirh rhe Father, a 
shouldering of rhe burden of the past. 

But here a slight complication needs ro be raken inro account: 
what we are watching is nor jusr a representation of Kaspar's 
initiation into literacy. It is also rhe initial sequence of Herzog's 
film, a sequence that is hard not ro read as emblematic, as Herzog 
signing in, rhe director figured both by the man in black, rhe 
person who is literally directing Kaspar's hand, and by Kaspar 
himself, the one whose hand is doing the marking. The possibility 
of such multiple identifications-and of such reversals of rhe vec
tors of influence and causation-is common in works of arr; it does 
nor so much mute rhe Oedipal resonance of the scene as skew and 
prolong irs vibrations; ir brings rhe Oedipal into rouch wirh more 
general questions of representation . There is no doubt that this is a 
frequent source of rhe viewer's or reader's pleasure, but it can be a 
source of anxiety, too, if what one thinks is at issue is one's 
understanding of rhe work. 

The essays on arr and literature collected here testify ro rhe 

'Gonhilf Heinrich Schubert, Die Symbolik tks Traumes, ed. G. Sauder (Hei
delberg: Verlag Lambert Schneider, 1968 [1814], p. 5· 
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strength of Freud's commirmenr ro undersranding, ro his will ro 
inrerprer, bur rhey also make clear rhar whar inrerprering meanr ro 
him was less assigning meanings ro a work of an rhan accounring 
for why rhe reader or viewer had been "so powerfully affected" 
(p. 123) by ir. 1 Hence rhese pieces frequenrly invoke borh rhe 
pleasures and rhe epistemological anxieties anendanr on aesthetic 
expenence. 

Freud's generic answer ro rhe question of an's emorional power 
was rhar ir rapped inro, aroused, and reconfigured unconscious 
energies and invesrmenrs already ar work "wirhin" viewers and 
readers. Inrerprerarions of works of an, rhen, like rhose of neurotic 
symproms or dreams or slips of rhe rongue, are bound ro reveal 
unconscious operations rhar are nor peculiar ro arrisrs. Among 
other things, rhis meanr rhar Freud's essays on an could s�rve as 
convenienr and engaging illustrations of his theories. Ever rhe 
canny explainer, he frequenrly used them in just this fashion: a 
reader seeking a brief. lucid inrroduction to the Freudian under
standing of repression, or of displacemenr, or of transference, could 
do worse than ro turn ro the pages in this volume devoted ro 
"Delusions and Dreams in Jensen's Gradiva." 

Bur literature and art were at rimes more than merely illusrrarive 
for Freud. To read the letters he addressed to Wilhelm Fliess in rhe 
fall of 1897, when he was formulating the Oedipus complex, is ro 
see works of literature-Sophocles' play, Hamlet, Grillparzer's Die 
Ahnfrau (The ancestress)-providing a significanr parr of rhe mare
rial, variously accommodating and recalcitranr, thar Freud was 
working through for rhe first time. Ir is worrh quoting some 
paragraphs from thar correspondence here: as rhe earliest of Freud's 
texrs on literature, they belong in this volume. They appear in a 
letter of October 1 5, 1897, in a passage rhat begins with Freud 
complaining of rhe difficulties of self-analysis: 

1 Page references in parentheses are either to essays collected in this volume or, 
when preceded by SE, to volumes of The Standard Edition of the Compkte 
Psychological \.%rks of Sigmund Freud, ed. James Suachey (London: Hoganh 
Press, 1953-74). 
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So far I have found nothing completely new, [ just] all the complica
tions w which I have become accustomed. It is by no means easy. 
Being wrally honest with oneself is a good exercise. A single idea of 
general value dawned on me. I have found, in my own case too, [the 
phenomenon of] being in love with my mother and jealous of my 
father, and I now consider ir a universal event in early childhood, 
even if not so early in children who have been made hysterical. 
(Similar w rhe invention of parentage [family romance] in paranoia
heroes, founders of religion). If this is so, we can understand the 
gripping power of Oedipus Rex, in spire of all the objections that rea
son raises against the presupposition of fate; and we can understand 
why the later "drama of fare" was bound to fail so miserably. Our 
feelings rise against any arbitrary individual compulsion, such as 
is presupposed in Die Ahnfrau and the like; but the Greek legend 
seizes upon a compulsion which everyone recognizes because he 
senses irs existence within himself. Everyone in the audience was 
once a budding Oedipus in fantasy and each recoils in horror from the 
dream fulfillment here transplanted into realiry, with the full quan
tity of repression which separates his infantile state from his present 
one. 

Fleetingly, the thought passed through my head that the same thing 
might be at the bonom of Hamfn as well. I am not thinking of 
Shakespeare's conscious intention, but believe, rather, that a real event 
stimulated the poet in his representation, in that his unconscious 
underswod the unconscious of his hero. How does Hamlet the hys
teric justify his words, "Thus conscience does make cowards of us all"? 
How does he explain his irresolution in avenging his father by the 
murder of his uncle-the same man who sends his courtiers to their 
death without a scruple and who is positively precipitate in murdering 
Laenes? How bener than through rhe torment he suffers from the 
obscure memory that he himself had contemplated the same deed 
against his father out of passion for his mother, and-"use every man 
after his desert, and who should 'scape whipping?" His conscience is 
his unconscious sense of guilt. And is not his sexual alienation in his 
conversation with Ophelia typically hysterical? And his rejection of 
the instinct that seeks w beget children? And, finally, his transferral of 
the deed from his own father w Ophelia's? And does he not in the end, 
in the same marvelous way as my hysterical patients, bring down 
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punishment on himself by suffering rhe same fare as his father of being 
poisoned by the same rival?. 1 

Jean Starobinski has shown that Hamlet in particular was crucial to 
the elaboration of Freud's thought because it allowed him to apply 
the mythic Oedipal model, as Sophocles had presented it, to the 
actions of someone who, precisely, had not murdered his father or 
slept with his mother, to someone like Freud himself or his pa
tients. Hamlet's procrastination could then be seen not as a lack of 
energy or will, but as a case of paralysis, analogous to the motor 
paralysis Freud had encountered in hysterics. This analogy not 
only, as Freud was to boast some years later, "at last explained" the 
mystery of Hamlet's power,2 but it illuminated Freud's clinical 
experience as well, by further confirming his sense of the vigorous 
but unconscious activity of forces whose vectors, canceling each 
other out, had immobilized his patients.3 

Moments of immobilization-literal and figurative-are suffi
ciently frequent in Freud's writings to warrant our attention. The 
first text collected in the Standard Edition, Freud's 1886 " Report on 
My Studies in Paris and Berlin" (5£, 1, 5-15), mentions the work on 
hysterical paralysis he engaged in under the supervision of Jean
Martin Charcot at the Salpetriere Hospital in Paris: indeed he later 
produced for Charcot a paper on the etiology of paralysis ("Some 

1 Th� Compku Lettm of Sigmund Frrod to Wilh�lm Fli�ss, 1887-1904, ed. J. M. 
Masson (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Universiry Press, 1985), p. 272. The allusion 
to Hamler's precipirarion in "murdering Laerres" may be a Freudian slip, conllar
ing Hamler's final duel wirh Laerres wirh his "precipitous" killing ofPolonius. In 
rhe original French version of his arricle (see nore 3 below), Jean Srarobinski 
speculates rhar rhis glancing gesrure ar frarricide may have been morivared by rhe 
facr rhar Freud was wriring to Fliess, a close friend and, in 1897, a possible rival. 

2ln rhe inrroducrory paragraphs of "The Moses of Michelangelo" (1914), 
reprinred below pp. 122-50. 

3"Hamler and Oedipus," in Jean Srarobinski, Th� Living Ey�. rrans. Arrhur 
Goldhammer (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Universiry Press, 1989), pp. 148-70. 
This is a rranslarion of "Hamler er Freud," which firsr appeared in L�s umps 
Motkm�s 253 (June 1967), pp. 2n3-35. lr was wrirren as a preface to rhe French 
rranslarion of Ernesr Jones's (1949) Hamkt and o�dipus. published as Hamkt n 
o�dip� (Paris: Gallimard, 1967). 
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Points for a Comparative Srudy of Organic and Hysterical Moror 
Paralyses," SE, I, 1 5 5-72) . Bur in later volumes of his collected 
works, as we watch Freud's fields of inquiry multiply and expand 
beyond his initial interest in rhe neuroses, we read less of literal 
paralysis, whether caused organically or psychologically, and en
counter more references ro moments in which people are, as ir 
were, "paraiY2eJ" (geliihmt, in German). 

As rhe most stubbornly effective of inhibitions, paralysis is 
linked ro taboo and, in parricular, ro sexual taboos drawing their 
power from rhe fear of castration. In an essay nor included in rhis 
collection, Freud praised rhe dramatist Hebbel for his unorrhodox 
retelling of rhe srory of Judith, rhe Biblical heroine famed for 
having beheaded Holofernes. "Beheading," Freud noted, " is well
known ro us as a symbolic subsrirure for casrrarion." Bur Hebbel 
has added another rwisr: in his version of rhe srory, long before her 
encounter wirh Holofernes, Judith's "first husband was paralysed 
on rhe bridal night by a mysterious anxiery, and never again dared 
ro rouch her." The beheading, rhen, can be seen as a deferred and 
displaced acr of revenge: "Judith is one of those women whose 
virginiry is protected by a taboo . . . .  She is accordingly rhe woman 
who casrrares rhe man who has deflowered her." Freud credits 
Hebbel with "rhe fine perception of a poer" for having sensed rhe 
long-suppressed "ancient motive" ar stake in rhe Biblical srory and 
for having then improvised rhis "uncanny wedding night" ("The 
Taboo of Virginiry," SE, 11, 207). 

Freud's reading assimilates rhe bridegroom's paralY2ing anxiery 
ro Medusa-fear, rhar feeling rhar "there is something uncanny 
abour rhe female genital organs" (p. 221) , rhe sight of which "makes 
the specraror stiff wirh terror, turns him ro srone" (p. 264). 
Bur Freud's understanding of rhe Medusa's Head was rhar if "rhe 
thing itself" was rerrifying-"unpresentable," in the words of Phi
lippe Lacoue-Labarrhe1-irs visual or verbal depictions served 

'See "The Scene Is Primal" in The Subject of Philosophy, ed. Thomas Trezise 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1993), pp. 109-12. In this reading of 
Freud's "Psychopathic Characters on the Stage," in the course of discussing the 
death-drive, which he would locate at the origins of representation, Lacoue-
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a defensive, apmropaic function, as wardings-off of the threat 
through symbolic represenration. 1 Hebbel's play, then, can be 
thought of in those terms, as both an instance of castration-anxiety 
and a defense against it. 

Freud of course never exempted himself from these terrors or 
these defenses. In one telling autobiographical passage from "On 
the History of the Psycho-Analytic Movemenr," literal and meta
phorical paralysis can be found juxtaposed in a surprising and 
suggestive anecdote. Freud tells of half-overhearing Charcot talk
ing quietly with anorher colleague abour a young married woman's 
neurotic illness, then listening to his professor exclaim, "with great 
animation": 

Labanhe links the "unpresentability" of death in Freud to the need to turn one's 
eyes away from the Medusa's Head: "Death cannot-any more than can the 
woman's or the mother's sex-present itself as such, 'in person,' as Lyotard would 
say. Just as there is an apotropaic structure to the feminine abyss (to obscenity), 
there is an unavoidable necessity to the re-presentation (staging, mise en scene, 
Darsullung) of death, and consequently to identification, to mimetism." Lacoue
Labanhe is writing in the wake of Jacques Derrida's ongoing interventions in 
discussions of psychoanalysis, beginning with his essay "Freud and the Scene of 
Writing" (1967), collected in Writing and Diffirence, trans. Alan Bass (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1978). My own emphasis on "paralysis" in Freud 
owes much to Derrida, most particularly to his discerning in the fictions of 
Maurice Blanchot a "desire of paralysis that never ceases, which confers move
ment, and does so without measure." I am translating from p. 74 of Derrida's 
Parages (Paris: Galilee, 1986), where his long essay on Blanchot, "Pas," was 
reprinted. It first appeared in the French review Gramma 3/4 in 1976. More 
recently, in "Resistances" (1992, collected in Resistances: de 111 psychanalyse [Paris: 
Galilee, 1996)), Derrida has returned to this notion and, on p. 35, proposed a 
paradoxically energizing "logic of paralysis" to be distinguished from the tradi
tional "logic" of psychoanalysis. 

A fine Derridean study of Freud's dealings with literature and the visual ans, 
including an extended discussion of the relevance of the death-drive, may be 
found in Sarah Kofman, The Childhood of Art: An Interpretation of Freud's Aesthet
icr, trans. Winifred Woodhull (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988). 

1A lucid account of the apouopaic uses of symbolic representation can be 
found in Jean Laplanche's Problematiqru:s II: Castration, Symbolisations (Paris: 
PUF, 1980), pp. 58-68; see also my "Medusa's Head: Male Hysteria Under 
Political Pressure" in The End of the Line (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1985), pp. 160-215, which draws on Laplanche's work. 
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'Mais, dans des cas pareils c'est toujours Ia chose genitale, toujours . . .  
toujours . . .  toujours'; [But in this sort of case i t's always a question of 
the genitals-always, always, always] and he crossed his arms over his 
stomach, hugging himself and jumping up and down on his toes 
several times in his own characteristically lively way. I know that for a 
moment I was almost paralysed [gelahmt] with amazement and said to 
myself: 'Well, bur if he knows that, why does he never say so?' But the 
impression was soon forgotten; brain anatomy and the experimental 
induction of hysterical paralyses [Pararysen] absorbed all my inter
est. (SE, 14, 14) 

"A question of the genitals" is an accurate but a bland translation: la 
chose genitale also connotes that thing, the thing itself, and Freud's 
use of the word "paralysis" here can illustrate his own theories of 
anxiety. For the point of the anecdote-it is one of a group of 
three-is that Freud's "apparently original discovery" of the sexual 
etiology of the neuroses was in fact not so originaL Rather, it was 
the belated bringing to consciousness of something he had taken 
in, without quite registering it, years earlier, listening to some of his 
teachers, who at the time were even less conscious than he of what 
it was they were conveying: "These three men had all communi
cated to me a piece of knowledge which, strictly speaking, they 
themselves did not possess." 

Freud is always curious about how people-himself included
come by their knowledge of the unconscious. He wonders-in the 
case of Dora, for example 1-how his patients know what they 
know, and he wonders, in exactly the same tone, what sources of 
knowledge imaginative writers like Jensen draw on in creating 
works like Gradiva (p. 81) .  Here, in this story about the indirect, 
overheard conveyance of a central tenet of psychoanalysis from the, 
as it were, unconscious Charcot to the young, all-but-unconscious 
Freud, the distances separating the analyst, the artist, and the 
hysteric almost collapse: Freud's metaphorical paralysis aligns h im 
with the patients whose own acquisition of sexual knowledge was 

'See the footnotes at S£, 7, 36 and 7, 120. I take up this issue more fUlly in 
"Dora's Secrets, Freud's Techniques" in The End of the Line, pp. 122-43. 
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often literally paralyzing, and locates him in a mirror relation with 
interlocutors like Charcot and Jensen, who turn out to be only 
obliquely in touch with what they may, after the fact, be said to 
unconsciously have known all along. It is a noticeable turn in Freud 
that such moments of shared "unconsciousness," when important 
transmissions are taking place, are frequently figured as temporary 
immobilization, like the charged symmetrical stasis of the analytic 
hour, in which free associations issuing from a couch are picked up 
by the free-floating attention of a listener in an armchair. 

It is in this context-of being brought to a standstill by the 
unconscious arousal of repressed affect, usually but not exclusively 
attached to sexual anxieties-that we can best engage the question 
of how Freud imagines the reception of works of art. "The drama
tist can indeed, during the representation, overwhelm us by his art 
and paralyse our powers of reflection," Freud writes, in a discussion 
of Macbeth, "but he cannot prevent us from attempting subse
quently to grasp its effect by studying its psychological mechanism" 
(pp. 164-65) . Hence, in "The Moses of Michelangelo," Freud 
would liken his own interpretive procedures to those of the art 
historian Giovanni Morelli, who "insist [ed] that attention should 
be diverted from the general impression and main features" of a 
work to "the significance of minor details" (p. 134); "these [minor 
details] ,"  Freud had remarked earlier, writing of the Moses in 
particular, "we usually fail to notice, being overcome by the total 
impression of the statue and as it were paralysed by it" (p. 130). The 
point, of course, is to break that spell, but the spell is crucial to one's 
experience of the work, as constitutive of it as the analytic effort 
that succeeds and dispels this "paralysis." Oddly, Michelangelo's 
Moses himself, according to an interpretation Freud had just cited 
in order to disagree with it, is described as fixed in a certain attitude 
by the "pain of mind" that still "dominates him and almost paral
yses him" (p. 130) .  

Statues tend to be static, even when, as in the case of the Grad iva, 
they depict a bewitching mobility (pp. 6-7); Freud, however, goes 
to some length to insist that Michelangelo has not caught Moses in 
the midst of rising to his feet, as some scholars had surmised. 
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Freud's confidenr dismissal of chis inrerprerarion is arrived ar in 
parr by his reasoning char rhe Moses was inrended as rhe cenrer 
piece of rhe sculptural ensemble decorating rhe comb of Pope 
Julius II and char a "figure in rhe ace of inseam departure would be 
urrerly ar variance wirh rhe scare of mind which rhe comb is meanr 
co induce in us." Bur Freud also offers a more subjective account of 
rhe sources of his conviction: 

I can recollect my own disillusionment when, during my first visits ro 
San Pietro in Vincoli, I used to sit down in front of the statue in the 
expectation that I should now see how it would stan up on its raised 
foot, dash the Tables of the Law to the ground and let fly its wrath. 
Nothing of the kind happened. Instead, the stone image became more 
and more transfixed, an almost oppressively solemn calm emanated 
from it, and I was obliged ro realize that something was represented 
here that could stay without change; that this Moses would remain 
sitting like this in his wrath for ever. (p. 132) 

The longer Freud looks, rhe more "transfixed" does rhe statue 
become. For whar rakes place in chat "oppressively solemn calm" is 
a set of exchanges and idenrifications in which the inrenrions Freud 
attributes to Moses can be read as functions of his own unconscious 
self-positioning in relation co this "scone image." "Sometimes," he 
recalls, 

I have crept cautiously out of the half-gloom of the interior as though 
I myself belonged to the mob upon whom his eye is turned-the 
mob which can hold fast no conviction, which has neither faith 
nor patience, and which rejoices when it has regained its illusory 
idols. (p. 124) 

Here, Freud is imagining himself on the receiving end of"the angry 
scorn of the hero's glance" (p. 124). But his final understanding of 
the statue, as his editors remark in a footnote, may no longer entail 
his seeing himself in the mob of idolators; rather, he draws on his 
idenrificarion with the hero himself. For the statue had appeared co 
him, in its fixity, as the depiction of a costly and admirable compro
mise, of righteous anger overcome and checked by the coun-
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terchrust of Moses' sense of his mission: thus suspended, Freud 
concludes, Moses " remained immobilized, and in this attitude 
Michelangelo has portrayed him as the guardian of the tomb" 
(p. 142). 

"The guardian of the tomb": that last phrase may come as a 
slight surprise. It is easy to forget that the statue of Moses, so 
compelling in itself and by itself, is a piece of tomb sculpture. 
Moreover, given the drama Freud has conjured up of Moses' re
straint, of his choosing nor to cast down the Tablets, one might 
have expected him to be characterized as "the guardian of the Law." 
But Death and the Law are close companions in Freud's thought, 
and Death, which the tomb at once conceals and connores, is 
central to his thinking about arc .  His most condensed and poignant 
engagement with these issues is in the essay entitled "The Theme 
of the Three Caskets" (pp. 109-21) , which begins by raising "a 
small problem" about some lines in The Merchant of Venice and 
concludes with a stunningly counterintuitive reading of the last 
scene of King Lear. 

Like the Gradiva piece, this essay offers a bravura display of 
Freud's interpretive practice: as he moves step by step to trace what 
he suspected is a myth "back to its origins," Freud called his shors, 
pointing out the various ways an original content has undergone 
distortion-through displacement, through symbolic substitution, 
through the disguising of an element by its opposite, through the 
"wishful reversal" of active and passive roles, the replacement 
of necessiry by choice. Working back down the line, a sui tor's 
choice among three caskets turns into a choice among three lovely 
women, like the Judgment of Paris; that, in turn, is transformed 
into an old man's challenge to his three daughters, the loveliest of 
whom, Cordelia, is strangely silent. Her "dumbness" suggests to 
Freud the silence of death, of a dead woman, but that in turn, 
"thanks to a displacement that is far from infrequent," allows him 
to conjecture that she is an avatar of the Goddess of Death, one of 
the Three Fates, Atropos "the ineluctable," a figure of "the ineluc
table severiry of Law and its relation to death and dissolution." But 
how, Freud then wondered, did a myth about the inevitability of 
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death turn into a story about choosing among three women, how 
could the third sister, " the fairest, best, most desirable and most 
lovable of women," come to stand in for that Goddess of Death? 
And it is here that he is led to invoke that "ancient ambivalence" 
about the Mother-as creator and destroyer, Goddess of Love and 
Goddess of Death-that fuels Medusa fears and the apotropaic 
maneuvers they require. 

Freud's text is itself apotropaic in just this sense, a piece of artful 
defensive rhetoric as well as an analysis of the rhetoric of a myth or 
"theme." I t  concludes with a symbolic tableau that is powerful 
precisely because it is impossible to take in its two superimposed 
elements simultaneously. Freud first recalls Shakespeare's stage 
direction-"Reenter Lear with Cordelia dead in his arms"; he then 
replaces this image with another, of the Goddess of Death in one of 
her traditional roles, carrying the dead hero from the battlefield. 
Lear concludes, Freud concluded, with the King carried away by 
Death: " the third of the Fates alone, the silent Goddess of Death, 
will take him into her arms." There is no way a theatrical audience 
could see this second image. Nor can a reader visualize it: to 
imagine Cordelia holding Lear is grotesque; besides, it isn't Cor
delia, bur "the silent Goddess of Death" who takes him in her arms. 
This is a construction-at once a rhetorical construction of Freud's 
pen, and a reconstruction of the "primeval myth" he would discern 
behind or beneath the visible scene. It is a remarkable piece of 
work, and it has left many readers transfixed, aware of a busy play 
of energies-Shakespeare's, Freud's, the anonymous energies that 
go to build up a culture's unconscious investments, its elaborations 
and its defenses-but immobile in the face of the "paralyzing" 
powers of art. 
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WRITINGS ON 

ART AND LITERATURE 





§ Delusions and Dreams in 

Jensen's Gradiva 

A GROUP of men who regarded it as a settled fact that the essential 171  

riddles of dreaming have been solved by the efforts of the author of 
the present work1 found their curiosity aroused one day by the 
question of the class of dreams that have never been dreamt at all
dreams created by imaginative writers and ascribed to invented 
characters in the course of a story. The notion of submitting this 
class of dreams to an investigation might seem a waste of energy 
and a strange thing to undertake; but from one point of view it 
could be considered justifiable. It is far from being generally be
lieved that dreams have a meaning and can be interpreted. Science 
and the majority of educated people smile if they are set the task of 
interpreting a dream. Only the common people, who cling to 
superstitions and who on this point are carrying on the convictions 
of antiquity, continue to insist that dreams can be interpreted. The 
author of The Interpretation of Dreams has ventured, in the face of 
the reproaches of strict science, to become a partisan of antiquity 
and superstition. He is, it is true, far from believing char dreams 
foretell the future, for the unveiling of which men have vainly 
striven from rime immemorial by every forbidden means. But even 

SOU RC E : Standard Ed., 9, ?-95· 
1See Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams (1990a). 

3 
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he has nor been able entirely ro reject the relation of dreams ro the 
future. For the dream, when the laborious work of translating it 
had been accomplished, revealed itself to him as a wish of the 
dreamer's represented as fulfilled; and who could deny that wishes 
are predominantly turned towards the future? 

I have just said that dreams are fulfilled wishes. Anyone who is 
not afraid of making his way through an abstruse book, and who 

[BJ does not insist on a complicated problem being represented to him 
as easy and simple in order to save him trouble and at the cost of 
honesty and truth, may find the detailed proof of this thesis in rhe 
work I have mentioned. Meanwhile, he may set on one side rhe 
objections which will undoubtedly occur to him against equating 
dreams and wish-fulfilments. 

Bur we have gone a long way ahead. It is nor a question yet of 
establishing whether rhe meaning of a dream can always be ren
dered by a fulfilled wish, or whether it may not just as often stand 
for an anxious expectation, an intention, a reflection, and so on. 
On the contrary, the question that first arises is whether dreams 
have a meaning at all, whether they ought to be assessed as mental 
events. Science answers 'no': ir explains dreaming as a purely 
physiological process, behind which, accordingly, there is no need 
to look for sense, meaning or purpose. Somatic stimuli, so ir says, 
play upon rhe mental instrument during sleep and rhus bring to 
consciousness now one idea and now another, robbed of all mental 
content: dreams are comparable only to rwirchings, not to expres
sive movements, of the mind. 

Now in this dispute as to the estimation in which dreams should 
be held, imaginative writers seem to be on the same side as the 
ancients, as the superstitious public and as the author of The 
Interpretation of Dreams. For when an author makes the characters 
constructed by his imagination dream, he follows the everyday 
experience that people's thoughts and feelings are continued in 
sleep and he aims at nothing else than to depict his heroes' stares of 
mind by their dreams. But creative writers are valuable allies and 
their evidence is to be prized highly, for they are apt to know a 
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whole host of things between heaven and eanh of which our 
philosophy has not yet let us dream. In their knowledge of the 
mind they are far in advance of us everyday people, for they draw 
upon sources which we have not yet opened up for science. If only 
this support given by writers in favour of dreams having a meaning 
were less ambiguous! A strictly critical eye might object that writers 
take their stand neither for nor against particular dreams having a 191 

psychical meaning; they are content to show how the sleeping 
mind twitches under the excitations which have remained active in 
it as off-shoots of waking life. 

Bur even this sobering thought does not damp our interest in the 
fashion in which writers make use of dreams. Even if this enquiry 
should teach us nothing new about the nature of dreams, it may 
perhaps enable us from this angle to gain some small insight into 
the nature of creative writing. Real dreams were already regarded as 
unrestrained and unregulated structures-and now we are con
fused by unfettered imitations of these dreams! There is far less 
freedom and arbitrariness in mental life, however, than we are 
inclined to assume-there may even be none at all. What we call 
chance in the world out side can, as is well known, be resolved into 
laws. So, too, what we call arbitrariness in the mind rests upon 
laws, which we are only now beginning dimly to suspect. Let us, 
then, see what we find! 

There are two methods that we might adopt for this enquiry. 
One would be to enter deeply into a particular case, into the 
dream-creations of one author in one of his works. The other 
would be to bring together and contrast all the examples that could 
be found of the use of dreams in the works of different authors. The 
second method would seem to be far the more effective and 
perhaps the only justifiable one, for it frees us at once from the 
difficulties involved in adopting the artificial concept of 'writers' as 
a class. On investigation this class falls apart into individual writers 
of the most various worth-among them some whom we are 
accustomed to honour as the deepest observers of the human mind. 
In spite of this, however, these pages will be devoted to an enquiry 
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of the first sort. It happened that in the group of men among whom 
the notion first arose there was one1 who recalled that in the work 
of fiction that had last caught his fancy there were several dreams 
which had, as it were, looked at him with familiar faces and invited 

[1o] him to attempt to apply to them the method of The Interpretation 
of Dreams. He confessed that the subject-matter of the little work 
and the scene in which it was laid may no doubt have played the 
chief part in creating his enjoyment. For the story was set in the 
frame of Pompeii and dealt with a young archaeologist who had 
surrendered his interest in life in exchange for an interest in the 
remains of classical antiquity and who was now brought back to 
real life by a roundabout path which was strange but perfectly 
logical. During the treatment of this genuinely poetic material the 
reader had been stirred by all kinds of thoughts akin to it and in 
harmony with it. The work was a short tale by Wilhelm Jensen
Gradiva-which its author himself described as a 'Pompeian 
phantasy'. 

And now I ought properly to ask all my readers to put aside this 
little essay and instead to spend some time in acquainting them
selves with Gradiva (which first appeared in the bookshops in 
1903), so that what I refer to in the following pages may be familiar 
to them. Bur for the benefit of those who have already read Gradiva 
I will recall the substance of the story in a brief summary; and I 
shall count upon their memory to restore to it all the charm of 
which this treatment will deprive it. 

A young archaeologist, Norbert Hanold, had discovered in a 
museum of antiquities in Rome a relief which had so immensely 
attracted him that he was greatly pleased at obtaining an excellent 
plaster cast of it which he could hang in his study in a German 
university town and gaze at with interest. The sculpture repre
sented a fully-grown girl stepping along, with her flowing dress a 
little pulled up so as to reveal her sandalled feet. One foot rested 
squarely on the ground; the other, lifted from the ground in the act 

' [This was Jung. See the Editor's Note for this essay.] 
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of following after, touched it only with the tips of the toes, while 
the sole and heel rose almost perpendicularly. It was probably the 
unusual and peculiarly charming gait thus presented that attracted 
the sculptor's notice and that still, after so many centuries, riveted 
the eyes of its archaeological admirer. 

The interest taken by the hero of the story in this relief is the 1 11[ 

basic psychological fact in the narrative. It was not immediately 
explicable. 'Dr. Norbert Hanold, Lecturer in Archaeology, did not 
in fact find in the relief anything calling for special notice from the 
point of view of his branch of science.' (3.)1 'He could not explain 
to himself what there was in it that had provoked his attention. He 
only knew that he had been attracted by something and that the 
effect had continued unchanged ever since.' But his imagination 
was occupied with the sculpture without ceasing. He found some
thing 'of to-day' about it, as though the artist had had a glimpse in 
the street and captured it 'from the life'. He gave the girl thus 
pictured as she stepped along the name of 'Gradiva'-'the girl who 
steps along'. 2 He made up a story that she was no doubt the 
daughter of an aristocratic family, perhaps 'of a patrician aedile,3 
who carried out his office in the service of Ceres', and that she was 
on her way to the goddess's temple. Then he found it hard to fit her 
quiet, calm nature into the busy life of a capita! city. He convinced 
himself, rather, that she must be transported to Pompeii, and that 
somewhere there she was stepping across the curious stepping
stones which have been dug up and which made it possible to cross 
dry-foot from one side of the street to the other in rainy weather, 
though allowing carriage-wheels to pass between them as well. Her 
features struck him as having a Greek look and he had no doubt 
that she was of Hellenic origin. Little by little he brought the whole 
of his archaeological learning into the service of these and other 
phantasies relating to the original who had been the model for the 
relief. 

1 [Plain numbers in brackets in the present translation are page references to 
Jensen, Gradiva, 1903.] 

2[The derivation of the name is li.mher explained below, on p. 44.] 
3[A magistrate in charge of public buildings.] 
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But now he found himself confronted by an ostensibly scientific 
problem which called for a solution. It was a question of his 
arriving at a critical judgement as to 'whether Gradiva's gait as she 

(I>) stepped along had been reproduced by the sculptor in a life-like 
manner'. He found that he himself was not capable of imitating it, 
and in his quest for the 'reality' of this gait he was led 'to make 
observations of his own from the life in order to clear the matter 
up'. (9.) This, however, forced him into a course of behaviour that 
was quite foreign to him. 'Hitherto, the female sex had been to him 
no more than the concept of something made of marble or bronze, 
and he had never paid the slightest attention to its contemporary 
representatives. ' Social duties had always seemed to him an un
avoidable nuisance; he saw and heard young ladies whom he came 
across in society so little that when he next met them he would pass 
them by without a sign; and this, of course, made no favourable 
impression on them. Now, however, the scientific task which he 
had taken on compelled him, in dry, but more especially in wet, 
weather, to look eagerly in the street at women's and girls' feet as 
they came into view-an activity which brought him some angry, 
and some encouraging, glances from those who came under his 
observation; 'but he was aware of neither the one nor the other.' 
(w). As an outcome of these careful studies he was forced to the 
conclusion that Gradiva's gait was not discoverable in reality; and 
this filled him with regret and vexation. 

Soon afterwards he had a terrifying dream, in which he found 
himself in ancient Pompeii on the day of the eruption of Vesuvius 
and witnessed the city's destruction. 'As he was standing at the edge 
of the forum beside the Temple of jupiter, he suddenly saw Gradiva 
at no great distance from him. Till then he had had no thought of 
her presence, bur now it occurred to him all at once and as though 
it was something natural that, since she was a Pompeian, she was 
living in her native town, and, without his having suspected it, living 
as his contemporary. '  (12.) Fear of the fate that lay before her 
provoked him to utter a warning cry, whereupon the figure, as she 
calmly stepped along, turned her face towards him. But she then 
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proceeded on her way untroubled, rill she reached the ponico of 
the remple; 1 there she rook her seat on one of the steps and [IJJ 

slowly laid her head down on it, while her face grew paler and paler, 
as though it were turning into marble. When he hurried after her, 
he found her stretched out on the broad step with a peaceful ex
pression, like someone asleep, till the rain of ashes buried her form. 

When he awoke, the confused shouts of the inhabitants of 
Pompeii calling for help still seemed to echo in his ears, and the 
dull muttering of the breakers in the agitated sea. Bur even after his 
returning reflection recognized the sounds as the awakening signs 
of noisy life in a great city, he retained his belief for a long time in 
the reality of what he had dreamt. When at length he had freed 
himself of the notion that he himself had been present at the 
destruction of Pompeii almost two thousand years earlier, he was 
nevenheless left with what seemed a true conviction that Gradiva 
had lived in Pompeii and been buried there with the others in the 
year 79 A.D. The dream had as i ts result that now for the first time 
in his phantasies about Gradiva he mourned for her as someone 
who was lost. 

While he was leaning out of the window, absorbed in these 
thoughts, his attention was caught by a canary warbling its song 
from a cage in the open window of the house opposite, Suddenly 
something passed with a stan through the mind of the young man, 
who seems not yet to have fully woken from his dream. He thought 
he saw in the street a form like his Gradiva, and thought he even 
recognized her characteristic gait. Without thinking, he hurried 
into the street so as to catch up with her; and it was only the 
laughter and jeers of the passers-by at his early-morning attire that 
quickly drove him back into his house. When he was in his room 
again, the singing of the canary in its cage once more caught his 
attention and suggested a comparison with himself. He too, so it 
seemed to him, was like someone sitting in a cage, though it was 
easier for him to escape from it. As though as a further aftermath of 

1 (T he Temple of Apollo.) 
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his dream, and perhaps, too, under the influence of the mild air of 
spring, a resolve took shape in him to make a spring-time journey 

[14] to Italy. A scientific excuse for it soon presented itself, even 
though 'the impulse to make this journey had arisen from a feeling 
he could not name.' (24.) 

Let us pause for a moment at this journey, planned for such 
remarkably uncogent reasons, and take a closer look at our hero's 
personality and behaviour. He still appears to us as incomprehensi
ble and foolish; we have no idea how his peculiar folly will be 
linked to human feeling and so arouse our sympathy. It is an 
author's privilege to be allowed to leave us in such uncertainty. The 
charm of his language and the ingenuity of his ideas offer us a 
provisional reward for the reliance we place in him and for the still 
unearned sympathy which we are ready to feel for his hero. Of this 
hero we are further told that he was pre-ordained by family tradi
tion to become an archaeologist, that in his later isolation and 
independence he was wholly absorbed in his studies and had 
turned completely away from life and its pleasures. Marble and 
bronze alone were truly alive for him; they alone expressed the 
purpose and value of human life. But nature, perhaps with benev
olent intent, had infused into his blood a corrective of an entirely 
unscientific sort-an extremely lively imagination, which could 
show itself not only in his dreams but often in his waking life as 
well. This division between imagination and intellect destined him 
to become an artist or a neurotic; he was one of those whose 
kingdom is not of this world. Thus it was that it could come about 
that his interest was attached to a relief representing a girl stepping 
along in a peculiar fashion, that he wove his phantasies around her, 
imagined a name and origin for her, placed the figure he had 
created in the setting of the Pompeii that was buried more than 
eighteen hundred years before, and finally, after a strange anxiety
dream, magnified his phantasy of the existence and death of this 
girl named Gradiva into a delusion, which gained an influence over 
his actions. Such products of the imagination would seem to us 
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astonishing and inexplicable if we met them in someone in real 
life. Since our hero, Norbert Hanold, is a fictitious person, we l•sl 

may perhaps put a timid question to his author, and ask whether 
his imagination was determined by forces other than its own 
arbitrary choice. 

We had left our hero at the moment when he was apparently 
being led by the song of a canary to decide on a journey to Italy, the 
purpose of which was evidently not clear to him. We learn further 
that he had no fixed plan or goal for his journey. An inner restless
ness and dissatisfaction drove him from Rome to Naples and from 
thence further still. He found himself among the swarm of honey
mooners and was forced to notice the loving couples of 'Edwins' 
and 'Angelinas', 1 but was quite unable to understand their goings
on. He came to the conclusion that of all the follies of manki nd 
'getting married takes first place, as the greatest and most incom
prehensible, and the senseless honeymoon trips to Italy are, in a 
way, the crowning touch of this idiocy'. (27.) Having been dis
turbed in his sleep by the proximity of a loving couple in Rome, he 
hurriedly fled to Naples, only to find other 'Edwins' and 'A ngelinas' 
there. Having gathered from their conversation that the majority of 
these pairs of birds had no intention of nesting among the ruins of 
Pompeii, but were flying towards Capri, he determined to do what 
they did not, and only a few days after his departure found himself 
'contrary to his expectation and intentions' in Pompeii. 

But without finding there the repose he was in search of. The 
part which had so far been played by the honeymoon couples, who 
had troubled his spirits and harassed his thoughts, was now taken 
over by the house-flies, which he was inclined to regard as the 
incarnation of all that is absolutely evil and unnecessary. The two 
sorts of tormenting spirits melted into a unity: some of the pairs ( 1 6] 

of flies reminded him of the honeymooners, and he suspected that 

1 ['August' and 'Grete' in the original. The names recur frequently in the course 
of the story and it has seemed best to replace them by those conventionally 
applied to English honeymoon couples of the late Victorian age.) 
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they too were addressing each other in their language as 'dearest 
Edwin' and 'darling Angelina'. Eventually, he could not bur realize 
that 'his dissatisfaction was not caused only by his surroundings 
bur that irs source was in part derived from within himself'. (42.) 
He felt that 'he was discontented because he lacked something, 
though it was not clear to him what'. 

Next morning he passed through the 'lngresso ' into Pompeii, 
and, after getting rid of the guide, strolled aimlessly through the 
town, without, strangely enough, remembering that only a short 
rime before he had been present in his dream at its burial. When 
later on, at the 'hot and holy'1 mid-day hour, which the ancients 
regarded as the hour of ghosts, the other visitors had taken flight 
and the heaps of ruins lay before him desolate and bathed in 
sunlight, he found that he was able to carry himself back into the 
life that had been buried-bur not by the help of science. 'What it 
taught was a lifeless, archaeological way of looking at things, and 
what came from its mouth was a dead, philological language. These 
were of no help to an understanding through the spirit, the feel
ings, the heart-put it as you please. Whoever had a longing for 
that must stand here alone, the only living creature, in the hot 
silence of mid-day, among the relics of the past, and look, but not 
with bodily eyes, and listen, bur not with physical ears. And 
then . . .  the dead wakened and Pompeii began to live once more.' 

<ss.) 
While he was rhus animating the past with his imagination, he 

suddenly saw the unmistakable Grad iva of his relief come out of a 
house and step trippingly over the lava stepping-stones to the other 
side of the street, just as he had seen her do in his dream the other 
night, when she had lain down as though to sleep, on the steps of 
the Temple of Apollo. 'And together with his memory something 
else came into his consciousness for the first rime: without being 
aware himself of the impulse within him, he had come to Italy and 

[ 17] had travelled on to Pompeii, without stopping in Rome or Naples, 
in order to see whether he could find any traces of her. And "traces" 

1 [ Gradiva, 51.] 
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literally; for with her peculiar gait she must have left behind an 
imprint of her toes in rhe ashes disrincr from all rhe resr.' (58.) 

Ar this point rhe tension in which the author has hirherro held us 
grows for a moment into a painful sense of bewilderment. Ir is nor 
only our hero who has evidently lost his balance; we roo have lost 
our bearings in the face of the apparition ofGradiva, who was first a 
marble figure and then an imaginary one. Is she a hallucination of 
our hero, led astray by his delusions? Is she a 'real' ghost? or a living 
person? Nor rhar we need believe in ghosts when we draw up rhis 
list. The author, who has called his story a 'phantasy', has found no 
occasion so far for informing us whether he intends to leave us in 
our world, decried for being prosaic and governed by rhe laws of 
science, or whether he wishes ro transport us into another and 
imaginary world, in which spirits and ghosts are given reality. As we 
know from rhe examples of Hamlet and Macbeth, we are prepared 
to follow him there wirhour hesitation. If so, the imaginative 
archaeologist's delusion would have ro be measured by another 
standard. Indeed, when we consider how improbable ir must be 
rhar a real person could exist who bore an exact resemblance ro rhe 
antique sculpture, our list of alternatives shrinks to two: a halluci
nation or a mid-day ghost. A small derail in rhe account soon 
cancels rhe first possibility. A large lizard was lying motionless, 
stretched our in the sunshine, bur fled ar rhe approach of Grad iva's 
foot and darted away across the lava paving-stones. So ir was no 
hallucination, bur something outside our dreamer's mind. Bur 
could rhe reality of a rediviva startle a lizard? 

Grad iva disappeared in front of the House of Mel eager. We shall 
not be surprised ro hear that Norbert Hanold pursued his delusion 
that Pompeii had come to life around him at rhe mid-day hour of ] 1 B ]  

ghosts and supposed that Gradiva roo had come to life again and 
had entered rhe house in which she had lived before the fatal 
August day in 79 A.D. Ingenious speculations upon the personality 
of irs owner (after whom rhe house was probably named), and 
upon Gradiva's relationship to him, shor through his head, and 
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proved rhar his science was now completely in rhe service of his 
imagination. He enrered rhe house, and suddenly found rhe appa
rition once more, sining on some low sreps between two yellow 
columns. 'There was something whire srrerched our across her 
knees; he could nor clearly discern whar ir was; ir seemed ro be a 
sheer of papyrus . .  .' On rhe basis of his laresr rheories of her origin 
he addressed her in Greek, and waired wirh rrepidarion ro learn 
wherher, in her phanrom presence she possessed rhe power of 
speech. Since she made no reply, he addressed her insread in Larin. 
Then, wirh a smile on her lips: 'If you wanr ro speak ro me', she 
said, 'you musr do ir in German.' 

Whar a humiliation for us readers! So rhe aurhor has been 
making fun of us, and, wirh rhe help, as ir were, of a reflection of 
rhe Pompeian sunshine, has inveigled us inro a delusion on a small 
scale, so rhar we may be forced ro pass a milder judgemenr on rhe 
poor wrerch on whom rhe mid-day sun was really shining. Now, 
however, rhar we have been cured of our brief confusion, we know 
rhar Gradiva was a German girl of flesh and blood-a solurion 
which we were inclined ro rejecr as rhe mosr improbable one. And 
now, wirh a quier sense of superiority, we may wair ro learn whar 
rhe relarion was between rhe girl and her marble image, and how 
our young archaeologist arrived ar rhe phanrasies which poinred 
rowards her real personality. 

Bur our hero was nor rorn from his delusion as quickly as we 
have been, for, as rhe aurhor rells us, 'rhough his belief made him 
happy, he had ro rake rhe acceptance of quire a considerable 

! • 9 1  number of mysteries inro rhe bargain'. (140.) Moreover, rhis 
delusion probably had inrernal roors in him of which we know 
norhing and which do nor exisr in ourselves. In his case, no doubr, 
energetic rrearmem would seem necessary before he could be 
broughr back ro reality. Meanwhile all he could do was ro fir his 
delusion inro rhe wonderful experience he had jusr had. Gradiva, 
who had perished wirh rhe resr in rhe desrrucrion of Pompeii, could 
be norhing orher rhan a mid-day ghosr who had rerurned ro l ife for 
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the brief ghosdy hour. Bur why was i t  that, after hearing her reply 
delivered in German, he exclaimed ' I  knew your voice sounded like 
that'? Not only we, bur the girl herself was bound to ask the 
question, and Hanold had to admit that he had never heard it, 
though he had expected to in his dream, when he called to her as 
she lay down to sleep on the temple steps. He begged her to do the 
same thing again as she had then; but now she rose, gave him a 
strange look, and in a few paces disappeared between the columns 
of the court. A pretty butterfly had shordy before fluttered round 
her for a while; and he interpreted it as a messenger from Hades 
reminding the dead girl that she must return, since the mid-day 
hour of ghosts was at an end. Hanold still had time to call after the 
girl as she vanished: 'Will you return here tomorrow at the mid-day 
hour?' To us, however, who can now venture upon more sober 
interpretations, it looks as though the young lady had seen some
thir.g improper in the remark addressed to her by Hanold and had 
left him with a sense of having been insulted; for after all she could 
have known nothing of his dream. May not her sensibility have 
detected the erotic nature of his request, whose motive in Hanold's 
eyes lay in its relation to his dream? 

After Gradiva's disappearance our hero had a careful look at all 
the guests congregated for their mid-day meal at the Hotel Di
omede and went on to do the same at the Hotel Suisse, and he was 
then able to feel assured that in neither of the only two hotels 
known to him in Pompeii was there anyone bearing the remotest 
resemblance to Gradiva. He would of course have rejected as 
nonsensical the idea that he might actually meet Gradiva in one of ( > ol 

the two inns. And presently the wine pressed from the hot soil of 
Vesuvius helped to intensify the whirl of feeling in which he spent 
the day. 

For the following day one thing only was fixed: that Hanold 
must once more be in the House of Meleager at mid-day; and, in 
expectation of that moment, he made his way into Pompeii by an 
irregular route-over the ancient city wall. A sprig of asphodel, 
hung abour with its white bell-shaped blossoms, seemed to him 
significant enough, as the flower of the underworld, for him to 
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pluck it and carry it with him. But as he waited, the whole science 
of archaeology seemed to him the most pointless and indifferent 
thing in the world, for another interest had taken possession of 
him: the problem of 'what could be the nature of the bodily 
apparition of a being like Gradiva, who was at once dead and, even 
though only at the mid-day hour, alive'. (8o.) He was fearful, too, 
that he might not meet her that day, for perhaps her return could 
be permined only at long intervals; and when he perceived her 
once again between the columns, he thought her apparition was 
only a trick of his imagination, and in his pain exclaimed: 'Oh! if 
only you still existed and lived!' This rime, however, he had evi
dently been too critical, for the apparition possessed a voice, which 
asked him if he was meaning to bring her the white Rower, and 
engaged him, disconcerted once again, in a long conversation. 

To his readers, however, to whom Gradiva has already grown of 
interest as a living person, the author explains that the displeased 
and repelling look which she had given him the day before had 
yielded to an expression of searching interest and curiosity. And 
indeed she now proceeded to question him, asked for an explana
tion of his remark on the previous day and enquired when it was 
that he had stood beside her as she lay down to sleep. In this way 
she learnt of his dream, in which she had perished along with her 
native city, and then of the marble relief and the posture of the foot 
which had so much attracted the archaeologist. And now she 

[ 2 1 ]  showed herself ready to demonstrate her gait, and this proved that 
the only divergence from the original ponrai t of Grad iva was that 
her sandals were replaced by light sand-coloured shoes of fine 
leather-which she explained as being an adaptation to the present 
day. She was evidently entering into his delusion, the whole com
pass of which she elicited from him, without ever contradicting it. 
Only once did she seem to be distracted from the part she was 
playing, by an emotion of her own; and this was when, with his 
thoughts on the relief, he declared that he had recognized her at the 
first glance. Since at this stage of their conversation she still knew 
nothing about the relief, it was natural for her to misunderstand 
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Hanold's words; but she quickly recovered herself, and i t  is only to 
us that some of her remarks sound as though they had a double 
sense, as though besides their meaning in the context of the 
delusion they also meant something real and present-day-for 
instance, when she regretted that he had not succeeded in confirm
ing the Gradiva gait in his experiments in the streets: 'What a pity! 
perhaps you would not have had to make the long journey here! 
(89.) She also learned that he had given her portrait on the relief the 
name of 'Gradiva', and told him her real name, 'Zoe'. 'The name 
suits you beautifully, but it sounds to me like a bitter mockery, for 
Zoe means life.' 'One must bow to the inevitable', was her reply, 
'and I have long grown used to being dead.' Promising to be at the 
same place again at the mid-day hour next day, she bade him 
farewell after once more asking him for the sprig of asphodel: 'to 
those who are more fortunate people give roses in the spring; but to 
me it is right that you should give the flower of forgetfulness.' No 
doubt melancholy suited some one who had been so long dead and 
had returned to life again for a few short hours. 

We are beginning to understand now, and to feel some hope. If 
the young lady in whose form Gradiva had come to life again 
accepted Hanold's delusion so fully, she was probably doing so in 
order to set him free from it. There was no other way of doing so; l u i  

to contradict i t  would have put an end to any such possibility. Even 
the serious treatment of a real case of illness of the kind could 
proceed in no other way than to begin by taking up the same 
ground as the delusional structure and then investigating it as 
completely as possible. If Zoe was the right person for the job, we 
shall soon learn, no doubt, how to cure a delusion like our hero's. 
We should also be glad to know how such delusions arise. It would 
be a strange coincidence-but, nevertheless, not without an exam-
ple or parallel-if the treatment of the delusion were to coincide 
with its investigation and if the explanation of its origin were to be 
revealed precisely while it was being dissected. We may suspect, of 
course, that, if so, our case of illness might end up as a 'com-
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monplace' love-story. But the healing power of love against a 
delusion is not to be despised-and was not our hero's infatuation 
for his Gradiva sculpture a complete instance of being in love, 
though of being in love with something past and lifeless? 

After Gradiva's disappearance, there was only a distant sound, 
like the laughing call of a bird flying over the ruined city. The 
young man, now by himself, picked up a white object that had 
been left behind by Gradiva: not a sheet of papyrus, but a sketch
book with pencil drawings of various scenes in Pompeii. We should 
be inclined to regard her having forgotten the book there as a 
pledge of her return, for it is our belief that no one forgers anything 
without some secret reason or hidden motive. 

The remainder of the day brought Hanold all manner of strange 
discoveries and confirmations, which he failed to synthesize into a 
whole. He perceived to-day in the wall of the portico where 
Gradiva had vanished a narrow gap, which was wide enough, 
however, to allow someone unusually slim to pass through it. He 
recognized that Zoe-Gradiva need not have sunk into the earth 
here-an idea which now seemed to him so unreasonable that he 
felt ashamed of having once believed in it; she might well have used 

I > J l  the gap as a way o f  reaching her grave. A slight shadow seemed to 
him to melt away at the end of the Street of the Tombs in front of 
what is known as the Villa of Diomedes. 

In the same whirl of feeling as on the previous day, and deep in 
the same problems, he now strolled round the environs of Pompeii. 
What, he wondered, might be the bodily nature of Zoe-Gradiva? 
Would one feel anything if one touched her hand? A strange urge 
drove him to a determination to put this experiment to the rest. Yet 
an equally strong reluctance held him back even from the very idea. 

On a sun-bathed slope he met an elderly gentleman who, from 
his accoutrements, must be a zoologist or botanist and who seemed 
to be engaged in a hunt. This individual turned towards him and 
said: 'Are you interested in foraglionensis as well? I should hardly 
have suspected it, bur it seems to be quire probable that it occurs 
not only on the Faraglioni Islands off Capri, but has established 
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itself on the mainland too. The method prescribed by our colleague 
Eimer1 is a really good one; I have made use of it many times 
already with excellent results. Please keep quite still . .  . '  (96.) Here 
the speaker broke off and placed a snare made of a long blade of 
grass in front of a crack in the rocks out of which the small 
iridescent blue head of a lizard was peering. Hanold left the lizard
hunter with a critical feeling that it was scarcely credible what 
foolish and strange purposes could lead people to make the long 
journey to Pompeii-without, needless to say, including in his 
criticism himself and his intention of searching in the ashes of 
Pompeii for Gradiva's footprints. Moreover, the gentleman's face 
seemed familiar, as though he had had a glimpse of it in one of the 
two hotels; his manner of address, too, had been as though he were 
speaking to an acquaintance. 

In the course of his further walk, he arrived by a side-road at a 
house which he had not yet discovered and which turned our to be 
a third hotel , the 'Albergo del Sole'. 2 The landlord, with nothing 1 >4 1 

else to do, took the opportunity of showing off his house and the 
excavated treasures it contained to their best advantage. He as
serted that he had been present when the pair of young lovers had 
been found in the neighbourhood of the Forum, who, in the 
knowledge of their inevitable doom, had awaited death closely 
embraced in each other's arms. Hanold had heard of this before, 
and had shrugged his shoulders over it as a fabulous tale invented 
by some imaginative story-teller; bur to-day the landlord's words 
aroused his belief and this was increased when a metal clasp was 
produced, covered with a green patina, which was said to have been 
retrieved from the ashes beside the girl's remains. He purchased this 
clasp wirhour any further critical doubts, and when, as he left the 
albergo, he saw in an open window a nodding sprig of asphodel 
covered with white blossoms, the sight of the funeral flowers 
came over him as a confirmation of the genuineness of his new 
possession. 

1 [A well-known zoologist of the second half of the nineteenth century.) 
2[The 'Hotel of the Sun'.] 
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Bur wirh rhe clasp a new delusion rook possession of him, or 
rarher rhe old one had a small piece added ro ir-no very good 
augury, ir would seem, for rhe rrearmem rhar had been begun. A 
pair of young lovers in an embrace had been dug our nor far from 
rhe Forum, and ir was in rhar very neighbourhood, by rhe Temple 
of Apollo, rhar in his dream he had seen Gradiva lie down ro sleep 
[p. 12 f.] .  Was ir nor possible rhar in facr she had gone funher along 
from rhe Forum and had mer someone and rhar rhey had rhen died 
rogerher? A rormenring feeling, which we mighr perhaps liken ro 
jealousy, arose our of rhis suspicion. He appeased ir by reflecring on 
rhe uncenainry of rhe consrrucrion, and broughr himself ro his 
senses far enough ro be able ro rake his evening meal ar rhe Horel 
Diomede. There his anemion was drawn by rwo newly-arrived 
visirors, a He and a She, whom he was obliged ro regard as a 
brorher and sisrer on accounr of a cenain resemblance berween 
rhem-in spire of rhe difference in rhe colour of rheir hair. They 
were rhe !irsr people he had mer on his journey who made a 
symparheric impression on him. A red Sorrento rose worn by rhe 

[ 2 1 1  girl aroused some kind o f  memory in him, bur he could nor chink 
whar. Ar lasr he wenr ro bed and had a dream. Ir was a remarkably 
senseless affair, bur was obviously hashed up from his day's experi
ences. 'Somewhere in rhe sun Gradiva was sining, making a snare 
our of a blade of grass ro carch a lizard in, and said: "Please keep 
quire srill. Our lady colleague is righr; rhe merhod is a really good 
one and she has made use of ir wirh excellem resulrs." ' He fended 
off rhis dream while he was srill asleep, wirh rhe critical rhoughr 
rhar ir was uner madness, and he succeeded in freeing himselffrom 
ir wirh rhe help of an invisible bird which unered a shorr laughing 
call and carried off rhe lizard in irs beak. 

In spire of all rhis rurmoil, he woke up in a rarher clearer and 
sreadier frame of mind. A branch of a rose-rree bearing flowers of 
rhe son he had seen rhe day before on rhe young lady's breasr 
reminded him rhar during rhe nighr someone had said rhar people 
give roses in rhe spring. Wirhour chinking, he picked a few of rhe 
roses, and rhere musr have been somerhing connecred wirh rhem 
rhar had a relaxing effecr on his mind. He felr relieved of his 
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unsociable feelings, and went by the usual way ro Pompeii, bur
dened with the roses, the metal clasp and the sketch-book, and 
occupied with a number of problems concerning Gradiva. The old 
delusion had begun to show cracks: he was beginning to wonder 
whether she might be in Pompeii, not at the mid-day hour only, 
but at other times as well. The stress had shifted, however, to the 
latest addition, and the jealousy attaching ro it tormented him in 
all sorts of disguises. He could almost have wished that the appari-
tion might remain visible to his eyes alone, and elude the percep-
tion of others: then, in spite of everything, he could look on her as 
his own exclusive properry. While he was strolling about, waiting 
for the mid-day hour, he had an unexpected encounter. In the Casa 
del Fauno he came upon rwo figures in a corner in which they must 
have thought themselves out of sight, for they were embraced in 
each other's arms and their lips were pressed together. He was 
astonished to recognize in them the sympathetic couple from the 1 ,  6 1 

previous evening. But their behaviour now did not seem to fit a 
brother and sister: their embrace and their kiss seemed to him to 
last too long. So after all they were a pair of lovers, presumably a 
young honeymoon couple-yet another Edwin and Angelina. Cu
riously enough, however, this time the sight of them caused him 
only satisfaction; and with a sense of awe, as though he had 
interrupted some secret act of devotion, he withdrew unobserved. 
An attitude of respectfulness, which he had long been without, had 
returned to him. 

When he reached the House of Meleager, he was once more 
overcome by such a violent dread of finding Gradiva in someone 
else's company that when she appeared the only words he found to 
greet her with were: 'Are you alone?' It was with difficulty that he 
allowed her to bring him to realize that he had picked the roses for 
her. He confessed his latest delusion to her-that she was the girl 
who had been found in the Forum in a lover's embrace and who 
had owned the green clasp. She enquired, not without a touch of 
mockery, whether he had found the thing in the sun perhaps: the 
sun (and she used the [Italian] word 'sole') produced all kinds of 
things like that. He admitted that he was feeling dizzy in his head, 


